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PLEASE SELECT BELOW
THE ACADEMIC POSITION
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE AT
RCGI OF YOUR INTEREST:

Ref.: 20PDR000 - CO2 Greenhouse Gas Mitigation

Full Name: Albert Einstein Jr
Nationality: BR
Date of Birth: 14/03/1879
Address: Avenida do Bosque, 111, bl. 10, ap. 10
Country: BR
State: RJ
City: Rio de Janeiro
ZIP/Post Code: 79070-295
Phone (area code + number): +55 21 999999999
Email:              albert.einstein.jr@usp.br
Current/Last Position: Ph.D. student
Institution: Instituto de Química de São Carlos, Universidade de São Paulo
Concluded in: 2020
Link for CV: attached
Link for Researcher ID: https://publons.com/researcher/000000/alberteinstein/
Link for Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com.br/citations?user=000000MtlYqnIAAAAJ&hl=pt-BR&oi=ao
Link for Lattes CV: http://lattes.cnpq.br/
Number of publications in
periodicals: 500

Number of publications in
proceedings of conferences: 300

Number of publications of
chapters in books: 50

Full Name: Carlos Chagas
E-mail: carlos.chagas@mit.com 
Institution: MIT
Position: Professor
Full Name: Marie Curie
E-mail: marie.curie@harvard.com
Institution: Harvard
Position: Professor
Please write a personal
statement about your
motivation for this application,
describing your skills with
emphasis on the expertise
required for this project.:

I am very glad to apply for a Post-doctoral position at Research Centre for Gas Innovation (RCGI), specifically to develop this
project. Throughout my academic trajectory, I had the privilege of working/learning from great mentors in Physical
Chemistry/Electrochemistry. More than transmitting knowledge, they showed me the importance of having determination,
studying continuously, and working hard. With such principles, my academic formation found ground in three institutions (MIT,
USP and Harvard) always with good academic performance, coming from a true interest in science, and adaptability to new
conditions. 
With my current experience in Proton Exchange Membrane reactors based on the electro-oxidation of small organic molecules
and the stability of platinum electrodes, I believe that while expanding my technical knowledge towards the reduction of carbon
dioxide and electrocatalysis beyond platinum-group metals, I can collaborate effectively with the project aforementioned. 
It will be an honor to be part of the history of the RCGI/USP. During my master's/doctorate, I met talented researchers, with
outstanding scientific production, who now work at this institution. It will certainly be a great responsibility to participate in one of
your ongoing projects. I commit to working diligently for the full development of the project, to dialogue with the researchers
involved to determine the best performing strategies. I believe that the development of these activities and the passage through
RCGI will make me grow professionally and will certainly bring benefits to RCGI itself. 
Thank you in advance for considering my application. Hoping to hear from you soon! 
Best regards, 
Albert Einstein Jr.

Where did you get to know
about the position?: RCGI opportunities, By my network, FAPESP
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